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Intro
1. We were interested in a community around food!
2. We chose to focus on:

The Porch in Schenley - a restaurant owned by Eat n’ Park Hospitality group 
here in Pittsburgh

3. It is very connected to the Pittsburgh community, both through serving great 
food to the people of PGH  and sourcing their produce from local companies.



Process: Initial Mapping
Researching the Restaurant—its Values and Priorities



Research



The first map: provided 
a general overview of 
the key people, values, 
and companies that 
contribute and are 
affected by the Porch.



Beginning to categorize 
key themes into a visual 
diagram for the Soft Crit.



Soft Crit
Rethinking the Organization of our Map



Our first map (more of a diagram than a map) was a linear representation of 
the Porch as a system by itself, with an emphasis on the restaurant’s people 
(employees and customers), eco-friendly attitudes, and local food sourcing. 





Reflection & Moving Forward
1. Emphasis on the interrelationships between each category.
2. Expand beyond just the building → What communities does The Porch impact?
3. Divide and develop each category more into separate bubbles to prevent list format.
4. Specify the type of feedback loop.
5. Integrate the scalar model! 



Reorganizing our Map
Creating a New Visual Layout



Ditching the input/output system and 
remapping the system by emphasizing 
interconnectedness of values.



Deciding on a new shape to visually represent the connections.



Preparing for the digital map: further 
refining the map’s shape and considering 
feedback loops in the system.



Making the Digital Map



Refining the “Values” overlapping shapes.











Feedback Loops
Hospitality, Produce, People



The Scalar Map 





Conclusion



Challenges in Creating a System
● Finding a format for webbing our system that both is easy to follow and representational of The Porch
● Connecting Scale to our Web
● Deciding what elements were most important to include/highlight in our system
● Making Feedback loops 

○ Negative feedback loop… 
○ the network of people and things continually grows



Final Thoughts
Overall, pretty happy! 

● Enjoyed categorizing the restaurant’s values and organizing the system
● It was interesting to see the physical place and translate that to a abstract system
● Seeing how the Porch’s system impacts not only PGH, but the world
● The different subsections continue to expand and connect



Thank you


